Deal All,

Our effort at implementation of the Street Vending Act, 2014 continues with the same resolve. Many of our members fail to appreciate the significance of our movement. They just feel it is a step for getting the license to sell. They don’t understand that the city we want to reclaim and the land we want to occupy to sell our goods is eyed by the rich and powerful. To get a Street Vending Act implemented under these circumstances is not easy. The elected representatives of municipal bodies are unable to gulp the elected representatives of Street Vendor in the Town Vending Committee. India is perhaps the first country on this globe, which has mandated by law the participation of citizen (Street Vendor) to determine their destiny.

There was recently a clash in Patna between street vendors and the local ward councilors. The vendors were resisting interference of ward councilor in survey, distribution of identity card etc. to the vendors. Vendor’s lodged an FIR against the ward councilor.

Such clashes are bound to happen and also bound to increase due to insensitive Municipal bodies. They have still not accepted that street vendors contribute to local economy and urban distribution system.

Meanwhile Madhya Pradesh Govt. has begun setting up Grievance Redressed Committee. We welcome this step and hope rest of India will soon follow.

Jai Hind,
Arbind Singh
**Bihr: **

**NULLM representative participate in meeting:**

To strengthen the street vendors and leaders in newly announced Vending zone at Bind Toli, we organized a market committee meeting. Representative of National Urban livelihood Mission and NASVI were present. State Mission Manager from NULM assured that very soon the Vending zone construction work would be started here with the Budget of 8.36 Cores.

**Jharkhand:**

Members of Jharkhand street vendors union Jamshedpur were given training on developing leadership and capacity building on 1st May, 2019 which was organized and conducted by Rakesh Tripathi.

NASVI organized one day State Level training on capacity building of TVC members for the integration of street vendors in Smart City on 09-05-2019. The leaders from 30 Urban Local Bodies/District participated in the training.
Market committee was formed in Baradwari during the formation of the committee in total 167 Street Vendors were present. Through election mode the members of market committee were elected.

Vendor Identity cards were distributed in Telco to the vendors and documents was taken from new vendors to be enrolled under it.

In JNAC a meeting was conducted with CMMU. In the meeting applications were submitted to allot place from 50 street vendors of Teenplate who were not given place in newly constructed vending zone.

**Delhi:**

National Association of Street vendors of India (NASVI)’s National Coordinator Shri Arbind Singh participated in a meeting organized at Gandhi Peace Foundation, New Delhi to review the work done and plan for filling the vacant seats in the Town vending committee by the market leaders and TVC members.

According to the decision taken in the TVC’s strategy of action by Nasvi, the Deputy Commissioner of all the divisions of Delhi should be pressurized to conduct meeting with TVC members and for filling the vacant seats as well as stopping the illegal encroachment of the street vendors and giving them receipt of the seizure of the goods, also demand for conducting surveys.

**Karnataka:**
HC notice to BBMP over delay in Palike Bazaar construction.

Bangalore:

Mr. Vir Sanghvi, famous Journalist visited Bangalore for testing Street Food.

Gadak:

In Gadak organized General Body Meeting and formed district level committee of 21 leaders.
May day Celebrated by Street Vendors.

**Kerala:**

State working committee meeting of National Foot Path Unduvandi Pattykada Thozhilali Union at Kannur, Kerala

Meeting held at kunnur district of Kerala. Meeting decided to go for agitation against the negative attitude of Kerala Govt towards Street Vendors. Govt not completed survey and issue of ID card is not taking place. No action to give license to vendors. We have decided to hold our state general council meeting at kannur within 3 months.

**Telangana:**

Quthubullapur Street Vendors Association organized monthly corporative meeting.

**Tamilnadu:**

Before election Tanjore Corporation announced that due to smart city scheme important street vendors market places would be evicted. But due to election it was pending.

Same like that Chennai Corporation also decided to vacate T. Nagar north usmaan road market. In the next vending committee meeting resolution regarding the above matter may be passed,

In Trichy corporation area, from Tanjore main road, milk pannai to thuvakudi service road Street vendors (impartment places: Ariyamangalam, Tiruverambur, Thuvakudi) are continuously affected because of eviction by the High ways dept. through its private contractor Madhucon Company

For that two times demonstration was organized by the street vendor organizations along with nasvi
Gujarat:

Bhavnagar: There are rules and schemes in Bhavnagar, and TVC is also formed which has also the survey of 1200 street vendors. 416 vendors were given stay in 2008 order. In total 660 vendors went to the court.

Chhattisgarh

In the state of Chhattisgarh the total number of Nasvi members are 576. TVC has been formed here along with the rules and the scheme. 20 Vending zone has been designed in Raipur. 300 vendors have been provided certificates. Footkar Vyapaar Kalyan Sangh has been expanded till Ballarpur, Bhilai and Raigarh.

Jammu and Kashmir

There are 68 nasvi vendor members. There are no rules or schemes and TVC in Srinagar. Only 2–3 meetings have been conducted with Municipal Corporation by the street Vendors.

Madhya Pradesh

Gwalior has rules and schemes and TVC has also been formed. Survey of 12000 people has been done but certificate have not been provided. 7 vending zones have been designed in which 5 are functioning and 2 are not functioning. 450 in Pintu Park, 36 in chopiti, 34 in phulbaug, 150 in Birla Nagar .18 in Kampu.

Bhopal: TVC formation has been done through nominations. There are rules and schemes in which merging 5 towns it has been divided in small parts. In one part Bhopal Municipal Corporation, Shihor Municipal Corporation, Vidisha Municipal Corporation. Grievance Redressal Committee for the vendors was formed in Raigarh whose members are Gopal Singh Lodhi and Ratnish Upadhaya.

Jabalpur — In Jabalpur part Bhilwada, Jabalpur, Mandla, Bigbori, Sehdo, Balaghat, Shivani, Narsinghpur Street Vendors’ Grievance redressal committee was formed. In total 52 districts in which 7–8 such committees will be formed.

Uttarakhand: Schemes and TVC has been formed .In total 2547 vendors survey has been done Rs.150 has been taken per person for the Identity Cards. Municipal Corporation takes Rs. 20 per vendors and Rs. 200 from outside vendors and Rs. 5000 per month.

Although TVC is there in Dehradun but no proper meetings are held. In total 2000 people have been surveyed and 200 vendors are given ID Cards for Vending Zone Ghanta Ghar. 27 Vending zones have been identified and 8–10 vending zones are there.

Dharampur: Rules Schemes and TVC has been formed and since 2 years no meeting has been conducted and 2900 people survey has been done and everybody has been given vending ID Cards.

Mussoorie: In Mussoorie mall road Street Vendors have been evicted which according to Street Vendors Act, 2014 is not legal. Some innocent vendors have been detained when they spoke for the rights of street vendors

Through Nasvi letter was written and various demands were put up to Municipal Corporation, Mussoorie, DC Dehradun, State Governor, and Urban Development
Minister Uttarakhand. NASVI is also taking up their issue.

1. Allowing street vendors to vend at their places from where they were evicted

2. According to 2014 Act, survey must be conducted to resettle the vendors/

Rajasthan:

In total there are 18467 nasvi vendor members in Kota city of Rajasthan, Rules and schemes are made. But TVC meetings are not organized on a regular basis and only 5443 people survey has been done, ID cards have not been given. No proper meeting is organized in Mount Abu despite having rules and schemes, More than 200 people survey has been done, Mount Abu Naachi lake has been planned to develop by the Brahma Kumari Sanstha and municipal corporation. Lights and public toilets would be constructed.

Vidyannagar: After the courts ruling 40-50 shops have been made and given.

Bikaner: schemes and rules are formed, in total 2596 people have been surveyed and ID Cards not issued but are in the process of making

In the city of Jodhpur, rules and schemes and TVC have been formed and 300 people have been surveyed but ID cards not issued. Through Rajasthan Govt an order has been passed that the corporation has to follow the Street vendors 2014 Act.

Rules and schemes are there in Jaipur and TVC is also formed in which 3 meetings have been conducted. The vendor leader has boycotted the meeting because Municipal Corporation kept their views in the meeting and no heed was paid to the vendor's issues. For the survey, charge has been given to a random company of Chennai in which only 7321 forms have been filled and ID Cards have not been issued.